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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following statements pertaining to firewalls is
incorrect?
A. Strong firewalls can protect a network at all layers of the
OSI models
B. Firewall create bottlenecks between the internal and
external network
C. Firewalls allow for centralization of security services in
machines optimized and dedicated to the task
D. Firewalls are used to create security checkpoints at the

boundaries of private networks
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
An LDP session is established between two neighbors. Over which
protocol and port number do they maintain their adjacency?
A. UDP 646
B. TCP 646
C. UDP 711
D. TCP 711
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two outcomes can happen in create accounting when an
account combination returned is end dated?
A. The original account is stored on the journal line.
B. An error will always occur.
C. An alternate account will be used if provided.
D. The preprocessor will pre-warn about this error.
E. Suspense accounts cannot be used.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/financials/18b/faisl/subl
edger-accounting-setup.html#FAISL212668

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are developing a line-of-business Windows Store app that
will interact with a magnetic stripe reader. Your company
distributes the magnetic stripe reader to an end user.
You need to activate the magnetic stripe reader.
Which method should you use?
A. ClaimScannerAsync
B. CheckHealthAsync
C. GetDefaultAsync
D. GetDeviceSelector
Answer: C
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